Target 70

Math Concept: Multiplication and Addition
Materials: Spinner, paper clip & pencil for spinner, & recording sheet
Directions: This game is for 2 players. Each player spins the spinner and multiplies the number by 7 to get a product. Repeat two more times. Write the products on the recording sheet. Then the player adds any 2 of the products to get a sum close to 70. Write the sum on the recording sheet. The player closest to 70 wins the round. The first player to win 2 rounds wins the game.

Player 1
Round 1
Three products: ______ ______ ______
Products added ______ ______
Sum: ______
Closest to 70: Yes  No

Round 2
Three products: ______ ______ ______
Products added ______ ______
Sum: ______
Closest to 70: Yes  No

Round 3
Three products: ______ ______ ______
Products added ______ ______
Sum: ______
Closest to 70: Yes  No

Player 2
Round 1
Three products: ______ ______ ______
Products added ______ ______
Sum: ______
Closest to 70: Yes  No

Round 2
Three products: ______ ______ ______
Products added ______ ______
Sum: ______
Closest to 70: Yes  No

Round 3
Three products: ______ ______ ______
Products added ______ ______
Sum: ______
Closest to 70: Yes  No

From Mastering the Basic Math Facts in Multiplication and Division.
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